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In order to actively explore the English teaching methods in the “Internet+” era, by exploring the teaching effects of online and
offline mixed teaching English courses, it is found that the online and offline mixed teaching methods are very popular among
students. Autonomous learning can enable students to acquire knowledge with greater flexibility and efficiency and make teacher
guidance more targeted and interactive in offline classrooms, thereby improving teaching effects. In the new era, the rapid
development and progress of Internet technology, information technology, andmultimedia provide a good opportunity for China
to continue to promote the reform of education and teaching. *is article aims to study the online and offline mixed intelligent
teaching assistant mode of English based on the mobile information system, expounds the overall design strategy of the online and
offline mixed teaching mode, and proposes to strengthen the online and offline English mixed intelligent teaching assistant mode.
And this article proposes an English hybrid intelligent teaching assistant model based onmobile information system development,
which integrates massive English teaching resources. According to each student’s learning progress, tailor-made online learning
courses and materials, combined with offline auxiliary teaching, achieve double education guarantee. *e experimental results in
this article show that if 30 people in the exam refer to the results, the teacher wants to analyze the results of these 10 questions.
Please enter these 10 questions and corresponding rules of the user interface into the database, and use the system for reasoning
and analysis, and the knowledge points involved in selecting 10 questions on the test paper are divided into 9 different
grammatical points. When the entire class has conquered them and they are all deterministic answers, the weighted value is the
current lowest value, which is 0. *is shows that the system is very convenient.

1. Introduction

1.1. Background. With the development of society and
computer information technology, computers have gradu-
ally penetrated into our various industries and fields. *is is
particularly obvious in the education industry. In recent
decades, a large number of computer-assisted teaching
software have appeared. On the other hand, due to the
differences between the individual learners and the acquired
life and learning environment of the learners, the learning
level and level of the learners are inconsistent, and the
progress and mastery of the learning are also different.
However, the country vigorously develops quality education
and emphasizes harmony. It is required to retain individual
development, and learning should also be carried out in a
personalized way. In this big contradiction and background,

a tool platform is needed that can help improve students’
English learning efficiency with the help of modern methods
according to the students’ knowledge mastery and the
students’ personal characteristics. Mobile information
technology has different meanings in different aspects,
mainly informatized mobile technology and mobile tech-
nology in basketball technology. It is mainly based on the
information technology integration of wireless devices
(including notebook computers, tablet computers, Pads, and
mobile phones) and equipment based on wireless
communication.

1.2. Significance. With the rapid development of electronic
computer science, people’s thinking and learning habits are
constantly changing. With the rapid development of
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communication technology, the network plays an increas-
ingly prominent role in people’s lives, and mobile infor-
mation technology was born based on Internet technology.
With the support of the network and data, mobile infor-
mation technology can provide students with sufficient
learning resources on the one hand and on the other hand
can provide the learning status of teachers and students in
real time and bidirectionally through intelligent teaching
auxiliary systems, giving both parties full interactive com-
munication. *e personal facial features of students are
verified to achieve real-person learning assessment. It greatly
improves the learning efficiency, analyzes the data obtained
by the camera, and reduces the time of manual judgment.
Mobile Internet is produced with the development of net-
work technology [1]. *e use of mobile devices to assist the
completion of teaching has greatly improved the flexibility
and controllability of teaching. Using mobile Internet can
solve this problem well and enable information technology
to achieve precision teaching.

1.3. Related Work. According to a study by Wang et al.,
traditional teaching methods may not be able to properly
manage, share, and apply educational resources, which may
limit teachers’ ability to teach in the field. One possible
answer is the rapid development of computer-aided in-
struction (CAI), which is a new education mode in the
information age. “Virtual fieldwork” is a combination of
Internet and multimedia technology, which has great po-
tential to teach geography because it can stimulate students’
enthusiasm and immerse them in learning. However, due to
the limited available technology, virtual field operation has
disadvantages in content representation, data organization,
lack of spatial information, or poor appearance [2]. How-
ever, due to the uncertainty of the experimental process,
there is still a gap between the experimental results.
According to Hussein et al.’s research, Internet of *ings
(IoT) products are still in their infancy, so the end users’
understanding of IoT products is very limited. To solve this
problem, Hussein developed a method, which is a large-scale
peer-to-peer learning activity supported by online platform
(Olympus), to help a group of students better understand the
IoT product field. We conducted two different user surveys
to confirm that the tool may be the best choice for IoT
training. *eir method guides students to think more deeply
about IoTproducts and their design decisions [3]. However,
their experimental procedures are not over, and the ex-
perimental results are inconsistent. With the rapid devel-
opment of Liu et al. advanced data analysis, cloud
computing, and notebook computers, the demand of uni-
versity for supplementary editing education and online
student learning is increasingly dependent on the infor-
mation system. According to the latest view of pedagogy,
based on the monitoring data of the whole education
process, the evaluation of education is gradually turning to
“accompanying” education. In order to improve the limited
functions of a single teaching aid system, the isolated in-
formation caused by the expansion of multiple teaching aid
systems, and the situation of ignoring process data, LIUP

implements a complete training management system. It is
also an education system that helps to collect, process, and
analyze more detailed and general real-time education data
[4, 5]. However, due to many factors affecting the research
process, there are some differences in the experimental
results.

1.4. Innovation. *e innovation of this article is (1) digging
out the knowledge points that are really lacking behind the
wrong answer options, quantifying the degree of mastery,
and transforming uncertain and vague concepts into
moderate and measurable data and (2) the use of advanced
methods such as uncertainty reasoning technology to assist
teachers in understanding the learning situation of students
so as to be able adjust the teaching plan in time.

2. Error Method Antiphase
Propagation Algorithm

*e representation structure of subject knowledge is a key
technology based on the conceptual graph model in the
intelligent teaching system [6, 7]. It is mainly used to di-
agnose students’ mistakes and make effective suggestions for
them and to determine the relationship between test
questions and subjects [8, 9]. Before making a diagnosis, you
must carefully analyze the test questions and subject ma-
terials [10, 11].

2.1. Knowledge Structure and Conceptual Graph Model.
*e subject knowledge structure uses a tree structure, in-
cluding key concepts and chapters and other relevant
content with a comprehensive understanding [12, 13].
However, despite the comprehensive content, other infor-
mation is still needed in the diagnosis of student status
[14, 15]. When students study, they need to determine the
relationship between concepts. If you do not learn related
English concepts well, you are more likely to make mistakes
when using the system to learn [16–18], for example, if
students are unfamiliar with different tenses and how to use
the system to learn English, they will not be able to learn
English grammar, such as behavior clauses and obedience
tones [19, 20].

2.2. Process of Knowledge Learning and Diagnosis. *e back
propagation (BP) algorithm is a well-known error multi-
plication algorithm [21–23], which implements a multilayer
neural network model. *e output error is used to estimate
the previous output of the direct layer of the output layer,
then the error of the previous layer is estimated by using the
error, and then it is passed to all layers after each layer and
finally get the error estimate. It is called the error phase
propagation algorithm [24]. To apply the BP algorithm, the
following steps are carried out:

(1) Select a sample. *e expected output d (j)� (d1 (j),
d2 (j), . . ., dq (j)) corresponds to the j-th input
sample x (j)� (x1 (j), x2 (j), . . ., xn (j)).
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(2) Calculate the input and output values. *e hidden
input layer HIH (J), output HOH (J), level input yio
(j), and output yoo (j) are calculated as follows:

hih(j) 
n

i�1
wihxi(j) − bh, h � 1, 2, . . . , p,

hoh(j) � f hih(j)( , h � 1, 2, . . . , p,

yio(j) � 

p

h�1
whohoh(j) − bo, o � 1, 2, . . . , q,

yoo(j) � f yio(j)( , o � 1, 2, . . . , q.

(1)

(3) Using the expected output d (j)� (d1 (j), d2 (j), . . .,
dq (j)) and the actual output yoo (j), calculate the
partial derivative of the error function to each
neuron in the output layer as follows:

δo(j) � do(j) − yo(j)yo(j) 1 − yo(j)( ( , o � 1, 2, . . . , q.

(2)

(4) Using the connection weight wih (j) of the hidden layer
to the output layer, the output hoh (j) of the output
layer, and the hidden layer, derive the partial derivative
of the error function to the hidden layer as follows:

δh(j) � 

q

o�1
δo(j)whohoh(j)⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ 1 − hoh(j)( . (3)

(5) Use δo(j) of the output layer and the output hoh(j) of
the hidden layer to modify the weight who (j) and the
threshold bo (j) as follows:

w
N+1
ho (j) � w

N
ih(j) + μδh(j)xi(j),

b
N+1
h (j) � b

N+1
h (j) + μδh(j).

(4)

Among them, μ is the learning rate, which is between
(0, 1).

(6) Calculate the global error E as follows:

E �
1
2m



m

k�1


q

o�1
do(k) − yo(k)( 

2
. (5)

(7) Judge whether the global error E meets the set ac-
curacy requirements. When E meets the require-
ments or the number of learning times is greater than
the maximum number of times M, the algorithm
ends. Otherwise, go to step 1.

3. Overall System Design

Figure 1 shows the network topology of English intelligent
learning. As can be seen from the figure, the network
structure consists of three parts: the internal network, the
server, and the remote client.

(1) *e internal network can be directly connected to the
internal network of the local server. *is network
and the server are in the same field, which facilitates
various operations.

(2) Server side mainly includes Web server, firewall,
database server, switch, and router.

(3) *e remote client uses the Internet to log in to the
server to facilitate various operations.

3.1. Intelligent Learning Process. As shown in Figure 2,
calculate the student’s grades, count the types of errors,
explain and analyze the reasons for the errors, provide
reference for teaching strategies, and calibrate the teaching
navigation system.

*e realization of the reasoning education rule database is
an artificial intelligence production system, which consists of
three parts: a database, a rule database, and a reasoning
control module. *e rule base is an important part of the
production system. It is used to store general knowledge
about the problem domain. *is is a set of rules composed of
various rules, expressed in the form of IF. . .THEN. . . in the
production. *e database, also known as the database, is used
to store the current description. Related information, such as
the student’s characteristic state, learning state, and facts, is
expressed in four forms: object, characteristic, value, and
credibility. *e reasoning control module completes the
control and reasoning process of the education process. *at
is, using knowledge, according to the needs of students,
automatically select, analyze, and adjust the corresponding
teaching model in the teacher model library.

3.2. Knowledge Base. *e knowledge base has two aspects.
One is to send and control knowledge, and the other is to
store knowledge based on an expert model. *is helps
maintain the knowledge base. *e mixed knowledge used in
the system is expressed as follows:

Frame name
Slot 1: side 1 (IF (A) THEN (B), CF)
Side 2 (IF (A) THEN (B), CF)
. . .

Slot 1: side 1 (IF (A) THEN (B), CF)
Side 2 (IF (A) THEN (B), CF)
. . .

Among them, A represents the set of conditions, B
represents the set of conclusions, and CF represents the
empirical credibility of the conclusions.

4. Experimental Analysis

4.1. Inference Engine. *e inference engine is a very im-
portant part of the expert system, which is essentially a set of
computer programs. *is system adopts a combination of
forward reasoning and reverse reasoning. First, the known
facts are matched with the knowledge base by forward rule
reasoning. Backward reasoning is also called backward link
reasoning. Its basic principle is to use a set of rules to prove
fact predicates or propositions based on the predicate or
proposition that expresses the goal, that is, to propose a
batch of hypotheses (goals) and then verify these hypotheses
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one by one. After matching and conflict resolution, the
knowledge points covered by the analysis test questions are
determined; deterministic reasoning obtains the students’
mastery of each knowledge point.

4.1.1. Forward Rule Reasoning. Future inference is a com-
mon representation of multiple inputs and multiple outputs.
*e multiple input multiple output rule can be solved by
multiple single outputs and multiple inputs.

R (k): if xk < 0, then yk ∈ (yk, ck) (k� (1, . . .,M)): CF (yk).
Among them, R (k) represents the k ∈U rule. X�(x1, x2,

. . ., xm) is the input vector of system. Y� (y, y2, . . ., yn) is the
output vector of forward reasoning, which represents the
knowledge in the knowledge base.

4.1.2. Reverse Uncertainty Reasoning. In this system, the
rules in the knowledge base are based on credibility.
*erefore, the uncertainty reasoning method is used to
realize the uncertainty reasoning machine.

*e following fuzzy relations of the English auxiliary
teaching expert system are established:

μz � μy · W . (6)

Among them, μz is the conclusion vector and · is the
logical operator.

*erefore, the above two parts constitute the inference
engine of the English-assisted teaching expert system;
according to the input information and knowledge base
rules (with uncertainty), the system produces corresponding
fuzzy output variables (with credible conclusions). In the
process of reasoning, the uncertainty of information (in-
cluding the uncertainty of rules, the reliability of reasoning,
and the reliability of conclusions) also spreads in turn. For
the convenience of teachers, combined with the experience
of experts in the field, some fuzzy quantifiers and quanti-
tative expressions representing credibility are selected, as
shown in Table 1.

Internal
network

Remote
client

Internet

Database server

Network
management

Switch

Web server

Web server

Firewall

Switch

Router

Figure 1: Network topology structure diagram of the new English learning system.

User

Human-computer
interaction

interface

Student
model

Teacher
model

Diagnosis
module

Domain
model

Figure 2: Intelligent learning model.

Table 1: Numerical determination of credibility fuzzy quantifiers.

Fuzzy quantifier Value
Absolute information 1.00
Strong credibility 0.89
Weak credibility 0.74
Average credibility 0.49
Credibility is weak 0.10
Untrustworthy 0.00

Table 2: Y vector.

Y vector Grammatical point
Y1 Tenses and imperative sentences
Y2 Sentence pattern
Y3 Subject-verb agreement
Y4 Noun
Y5 Adjective
Y6 Conjunction
Y7 Non-predicate verb
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4.2. Interpreter. In this system, after the English teacher
uploads the student’s answer Excel file locally, it displays the
inference result to the teacher user in the form of a table.*e
explanation consists of two parts: one is the diagnosis
conclusion obtained by the system according to the test
result uploaded by the user, expressed in knowledge points,
and the name of the knowledge point is given in the form;
the second is to give prompt information to the knowledge
point of the diagnosis fault and inform the credibility of the
conclusion. *e table is arranged in descending order
according to the mastery of knowledge points.

For example, if 30 people refer to an exam, the teacher
wants to analyze the results of 10 questions. First, enter the
10 questions and corresponding rules into the database
through the user interface. After systematic reasoning and
analysis, the 10 exam questions are selected in the test paper.
*e knowledge points involved are distributed on 9 different
grammatical points, and these 9 grammatical points are
written as Y vectors as shown in Table 2. Match the 30
student answer samples obtained with the rules in the
knowledge base, comprehensively evaluate the above 9
grammatical points, and perform quantitative analysis on Y
to obtain μyk � (x/n) (where x is the sum of the questions
involved in all student answers for a certain knowledge
point; at this time, the result of quantitative processing is the
synthesis of all students’ problems).

*en, the weight of w to μy is obtained, and the process
of obtaining the weight vector w is as follows: in a certain
sample, the corresponding weighted value of each grammar
point wi is the credibility vector C� c1, c2, . . . , cn 

(c≤ cm ≤ 1) weighted and superimposed, where the credi-
bility vector is the rule in the knowledge base.; the weighting
vector is wc1, wc2, . . . , wcn  weighted by the weight vector μy

given by the expert and passed down by 2n; that is, μp is
shown in Figure 3.

*rough the above analysis, when all the students in the
class have not mastered them and they are all deterministic
answers, the weighted value is the largest at this time, which
is 30; when all the students in the class have mastered all the

deterministic answers, the weighted value is smallest, which
is 0.*erefore, from this test, using the numerical expression
of the fuzzy quantifier of the comparative credibility, it can
be concluded that the “verb” is the worst to grasp, and “the
credibility is relatively weak.”

5. Conclusions

*e online and offline English mixed intelligent teaching
assistant mode system based on the mobile information
system designed in this paper reduces the integration of basic
knowledge in college English teaching reform, basic teaching
knowledge, and formal knowledge points. It is based on the
function that helps diagnose errors. In the selection of query
database and neural network sample database, the system
only supports objective query input and judgment. In order to
make the system more practical and intelligent, the system
also needs to help students teach subjective issues such as
reading comprehension, translation, and integration to make
the English teaching system more comprehensive. *is is the
main research content in the next step. However, through the
work of this paper, we can provide some new ideas for further
research on this topic, which will be of great reference for the
next research project. After further communication and
coordination with English teachers and an in-depth under-
standing of the users who actually use the system, we can
develop a system that is suitable for them and has strong
practicability. Under the circumstance that the stability of the
network can be guaranteed, the online test function of the
system can be further developed to provide a comprehensive
platform for paperless teaching.
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